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Dovetailed 5/8” thick Solid Aspen, prefinished before assembly 
so dovetail is unfinished. Lower drawer boxes (except specialty 

drawers i.e. file drawers) 6” high. 1/4” plywood bottom.

DS-Pro full extension soft-close slides
Can be upgraded to Blum or Blum Heavy Duty slides.

Overlay (framed) - Blum Soft Close
Frameless - DS-Pro Soft Close

Inset - Amerock decorative hinge (can be upgraded to soft close 
or inset concealed)

Red Oak, Walnut, Maple, Cherry, Clear Alder, Knotty Alder, 
Rustic Walnut, Common Walnut

All standard finishes available except Wellington, crackle finish

Available for 2% finish upcharge

Can increase/decrease width, height and depth of cabinetry to 
1/16” increments. 15% charge for increase in size above stan-

dard (every 4” in depth and 3” in width and height). No charge 
to decrease - priced as next sized cabinet

3” high w/ no scoop in front - same construction as drawers.

3/4” Plywood (310 series) or Particleboard (110 series) edge-
banded and finished to match exterior.

The backs of the doors/drawerheads are not finished/sanded 
as well in our Stonebridge line (e.g. we do not fill pin-holes 
or hand sand). We will not do a true Flush Finished side in 

Stonebridge framed cabinetry although all of our finished ends 
are “flush” with the faceframe. There is a seam where the facing 

meets the side.

Dovetailed 5/8” thick Maple, finished after assembly so dovetail 
is finished. Lower drawer boxes made at maximum height pos-
sible for opening. 1/4” plywood bottom.

Blum full extension soft-close slides
Can be upgraded to Blum Heavy Duty slides.

Overlay (framed) - Blum Soft Close
Frameless - Blum Soft Close
Inset - Amerock decorative hinge w/ soft-close earth magnets 
or Inset concealed hinges w/ soft-close

Red Oak, Walnut, Maple, Cherry, Clear Alder, Knotty Alder, 
Rustic Walnut, Common Walnut, Select Walnut, Rustic 
Cherry, Knotty Pine, Red Birch, Mahogany, Quarter Sawn 
White Oak

All standard finishes available and will match any finish tech-
nique of other manufacturers.

Available for no upcharge

Can increase/decrease width, height and depth of cabinetry to 
1/16” increments. 10% charge for increase in size above stan-
dard (every 4” in depth and 3” in width and height). No charge 
to decrease - priced as next sized cabinet

4” high or 8” high w/ scoop in front - same construction as 
drawers.

3/4” Solid wood finished to match exterior.

Our custom line is truly a custom line. We can manufacture 
cabinetry in any wood species or finish. Just because you don’t 
see it in our catalog doesn’t mean we can’t do it. Always ask and 
we can provide you with a quote and drawing.

While there are many similarities between the Hampshire Custom and the Stonebridge 
Semi-custom lines including box construction, finish and, most importantly, the group of 
people manufacturing and offering customer service, there are also some key differences 

between the lines. 


